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1. Staff:
Curators: Alexander Diehl, Harold Drabkin, David Hill, Li Ni, Dmitry Snitikov.
Analyst: Mary Dolan,
PIs: Judith Blake
Summer Students: Esther Udueh

2. Annotation Progress
We are focusing our efforts on the Reference Genome project.   We currently have over 18,140 
genes with some annotation.  

MGI GO STATS as of  March 10, 2006

Annotation Type 27_Dec_06 7_Sept_07 Change % Change

Total Genes annotated:1 17656 18142 486 2.75

Total Hand Annotation
Number of Genes 9670 9936 266 2.75

Orthology: 486 559 73 15.02

“IEA”

SwissProt to GO 13628 14465 837 6.14

Interpro to GO 7801 8605 804 10.31

EC to GO 1158 1196 38 3.28

GO Fish 1898 1196 -702 -36.99

3. Methods & Strategies for Annotation : 
Our current focus is on genes having orthology across the various members of the Reference 
Genomes that have been linked to human disease processes.  Our goal is to completely annotate 
twenty such genes per month.  In doing this, we have been aggressively removing the GO Fish 
and static RCA data (Fantom loads). We currently have 550 genes marked as completely annotated; 
207 of these are reference genes.  Currently, Dmitry Sitnikov tracks and curates any new literature that 
comes in for a gene marked as “done”. In addition to reference genes, Li continues to work on genes with 
either IEA only or no GO annotation.

1 Number of genes with at least ONE GO term of any kind.
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4.  Presentations and Publications 
Using ontology visualization to facilitate access to knowledge about human disease genes 
Mary E. Dolan and Judith A. Blake  submitted to Applied Ontology

Ontology development for biological systems: immunology,” Diehl AD, Lee JA, Scheuermann 
RH, Blake JA,  Bioinformatics. 2007 Apr 1;23(7):913-5

5. Other Highlights  

A. Graphical Display Development (Mary Dolan):

GOgraphEX , a web browser visualization tool for ontologies and annotations, is available at 
MGI: http://proto.informatics.jax.org/prototypes/gograph/ .

MGI GO graphs: These graphs present a graphical view (in addition to the Text and Table 
views on the GO classifications page) of MGI GO annotations for any gene 
.http://proto.informatics.jax.org/prototypes/gograph/MGIonly/

GO Comparative Graphs: New GO Graphical Displays are available at 
http://proto.informatics.jax.org/prototypes/GOgraphEX/

These include:

1. MGI Protein Super Family (paralog) GO graphs:  This set of graphs presents a GO annotations 
made to mouse gene paralog sets by GO curators at MGI.  This collects experimental GO 
annotations made to all members of the protein super family for the purposes of comparison of 
individual member annotations.

2. GO Comparative Graphs: HomoloGene orthology sets: Compare experimental human-mouse-
rat-chicken-zfin-fly-worm-yeast-pombe-tair-rice-pfalc GO annotations for HomoloGene 
orthology sets. 

B. Complex Ontology Development

The Sequence Ontology Immunology Workshop (aka the SO HLA meeting) held in June worked 
on improvements to the SO to represent immunologically related sequence features better, as 
well as deciding on an approach to developing an HLA structural feature ontology.  As an 
outcome of the meeting Lindsay Cowell and Alex are to develop an proposal to improve the 
representation of immunoglobulin and T cell receptor gene segments in the SO.

A plan for the systematic annotation of immunologically related genes has been developed.  A 
master list of 3690+ genes thought to be involved in the functioning of the immune system (at 
least in vertebrates) were identified and a   “Community Annotation Wiki for Immunology” as 
part of the public Gene Ontology Public wiki was developed.  Pages for the 1326 highest priority 
genes from the list of genes mentioned above have been made.  The gene pages provide basic 
information about the human gene and links to gene detail pages of orthologous genes in other 
mammalian species as well as links to existing GO annotation for the genes. The idea is to get 
members of the immunology community to edit particular pages to provide information on genes 
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for which there is incomplete GO annotation at present. These pages have been  publicized  at 
several meetings  and through the GO newsletter.

Similar Wiki pages  for genes involved in the functioning of the cardiovascular system have also 
been created. Some of genes are shared with the list of immunologically related genes, and 
consequently community input for such a gene will benefit at least two subfields of biology.  

David  and Alex have been working on the “is_a complete project”, which included resolution of 
disjointedness issued involving the immunology terms. 

The  blood pressure regulation part of the process graph was expanded as an outgrowth from the 
content meeting held at the Medical College of Wisconsin (Diane Munzenmaier, Kieth 
Depetrillo, Mingyu Liang, Simon Twigger, Mary Shimoyama, Jennifer Smith, Stan 
Laulederkind, Victoria Petri, Ruth Lovering and David Hill). During that meeting, the ontology 
was updated live as  GOC members stepped through the graph and elicited comments from the 
physiology experts about term relationships and definitions. Renal control of blood pressure was 
the primary focus, which was previously only minimally represented in GO. Over 100 new terms 
were added to theSimilar Wiki pages  for genes involved in the functioning of the cardiovascular 
system have also  been created. Some of genes are shared with the list of immunologically 
related genes, and consequently community input for such a gene will benefit at least two 
subfields of biology.  The changes to cardiovascular physiology will be implemented along with 
changes in muscle physiology from the muscle content meeting.

.
David has been working with Jen, Jane and domain experts to modify the ‘sensu’ terms in the 
ontology so that the discriminating factor in these terms is not the difference between taxa, but 
rather a true difference in the instances that the types represent.
Harold has worked on the rRNA processing graph with Karen Christie and  Ceri Van Slyke. 
Processing steps were were categorized  according to the order and content of their respective 
primary transcipts to avoid using sensu. Several new terms were added.
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